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JOURNEY
INTO

THE JET AGE
The Jet Age. An era born out of renewed positivity and a growing belief that
anything was possible. Jet power revolutionised the world and the race was
on to build the sleekest and fastest jets.
We were going places and jet propulsion was taking us there. Automotive
design was at an all-time high. Manufacturers and coachbuilders across the
world were taking inspiration from supersonic flight. There was a need for
speed and it wasn’t slowing down.
Speedback Silverstone Edition encapsulates this period of time, subtly
recreates the mood of the Jet Age and propels it into the modern day.
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LONG, FLOWING
LINES

SPEED, PERFORMANCE
AND AGILITY

LIMITED PRODUCTION

EXCLUSIVE
EDITION
Limited to just 10 examples and taking inspiration
from the dawn of the Jet Age and classic racers of
the Sixties, Speedback Silverstone Edition is a pure
performance Grand Tourer for the 21st Century.
Designed and handbuilt to order in the home of
British motorsport, Silverstone, UK, Speedback
Silverstone Edition has Britain’s motor racing
heritage weaving through the fabric of its DNA.
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PERFORMANCE

horsepower

AC CEL ER ATION

0-60 mph
in 4.2
seconds*
(0-100km/h 4.3 seconds*)

ENGINE

5.0 litre
Supercharged
V8

S
FIERCER

FURTHER

FAS TER

peedback Silverstone Edition has been

A true continental cruiser, Speedback

track-tuned to inspire pure driving

Silverstone Edition offers driving in

emotion. A true performance Grand Tourer,

comfort and with ease. Sports mode

optimised for crossing continents with

transforms the car’s personality with

ease, whilst rewarding those drivers who

on-demand performance, freer revs

enjoy a more involved experience. With

and immediate throttle response.

added power and a dynamic suspension
set-up, Speedback Silverstone Edition is
a car with both elegance and agility.

For a fully engaging drive, take control
with dynamic mode and experience
firmer suspension, sharper steering and

Performance-optimised suspension is

gear selection through the beautifully

enhanced by the fully automated Dynamic

machined aluminium manual gear

Stability Control (DSC) system, adaptive

selector paddles, located behind the

dynamics, advanced performance

flat-bottomed sports steering wheel.

brakes and an active rear differential,
allowing Speedback Silverstone Edition to
connect the driver to the road surface by
offering enhanced dynamic feedback.
*Manufacturer’s estimates
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EXTERIOR DESIGN

3
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SPEEDBACK
IN ITS
RAWEST
FORM
1

1. Twin auxiliary lamps are
inset within the stealth
black signature mesh grille,
reminiscent of endurance GT
racers.

4. Technical, lens-inspired full
LED machined headlamps
with dark ceramic surrounds
and unique engraved
graphics light the way.

2. Darkened rear glass, clear
lens LED tail lights, brushed
chrome accents and rear
chrome diffuser add to the
dynamic aesthetic.

5. Quad exhaust finishers,
directly inspired by vintage
jet aircraft.

3. Monochrome, die-sunk
enamelled badging is unique
to Speedback Silverstone
Edition.

6. Body-coloured side skirt
extensions and jet turbineinspired ‘Afterburner’ 20”
forged alloy wheels ground
the car with an aggressive,
purposeful stance.

S

peedback Silverstone Edition is a tribute to the GT racers
of the past. Its sleek, streamlined aluminium body reveals

its muscular, flowing proportions, indicative of speed, power
and performance.
There is no doubt that the 1960’s was a period that inspired
some of the most beautiful automobiles ever made. When
those cars were made lighter for competitive motorsport, they
revealed their true form and their simplified lines made them
even more desirable.
With a nod to its Sixties roots, and performance-focused
characteristics, Speedback Silverstone Edition has been
created to deliver pure driving emotion combined with
elegant, timeless styling.
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COCKPIT DESIGN

FIRST
CLASS
CABIN
Inside the cockpit, uniquely brogued and
embroidered leathers, open-pore scorched
wood veneers, brushed chrome brightware
and jet-inspired air vents pay homage to
the racing past of the Silverstone Circuit,
whilst hinting at the prestigious location’s
aeronautical heritage.

COCKPIT DESIGN

A SYMMETRY
OF STYLE AND
PURPOSE

Each texture, material and finish within the
cabin has been thoughtfully selected to stir the
emotions. It’s an environment that seamlessly
balances power and refinement. From the racederived, contoured, flat-bottomed leather and
Alcantara® steering wheel, to the beautifully
brogued natural grain ‘Antique’ leather upholstery
and Kvadrat® ‘Remix’ premium fabric, the
cockpit is an awe-inspiring place to be.

EXTERIOR FINISH

F LY
BY NIGHT
Painted over an 8 week process in the exclusive
‘Fly By Night’ exterior finish with ‘Black Night’
fading racing stripe, Speedback Silverstone
Edition is finished with monotone enamelled
badging and unique exterior brightware finished
in an aircraft-inspired brushed chrome.

FINER DE TAIL S - E X TERIOR
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BADGING
 onochrome badging portraying
M
both marque and model are unique
to Speedback Silverstone Edition.
Handcrafted by artisan jewellers using
a combination of traditional silversmith
skills blended with state-of-the-art
technology in order to complement the
final lustre of the exterior paint finish.

HEADLAMPS
Technical, lens-inspired full LED
headlamps with machined and
brushed bezels are centrepiece
to the dark ceramic surrounds
with Silverstone Edition badging.

GRILLE
The imposing black satin grille
carries strong David Brown
Automotive design language and
nods to its menacing character.

AUXILIARY
LAMPS
Twin inset LED auxiliary lamps
are inspired by the endurance
GT racers of the Sixties.

BRIGHT WARE

EXHAUST
FINISHERS

The entirety of the exterior
brightware is milled from solid
billets of aluminium, chrome
plated and hand-brushed to create
a crisp, yet muted aesthetic.

Quad exhaust tips, directly inspired
by vintage jet aircraft. Finished in
brushed stainless steel, they represent
the breathtaking performance of
Speedback Silverstone Edition.

SIDE STRAKE

WHEELS

Exclusive brushed chrome,
machined side strakes, fitted across
oversized vents, incorporate unique
Silverstone Edition branding.

Jet turbine-inspired 20” ‘Afterburner’
forged alloy wheels and a stiffer
suspension set-up ground the car with
an aggressive, purposeful stance.

FINER DE TAIL S - C O CK PIT

INSTRUMENTS

Speedback Silverstone Edition’s
stainless steel tread plates
provide subtle recognition
to the car’s exclusivity.

The open-pore, scorched ‘Ebony
Macassar’ wood veneers fade
from light to dark and house
intricate metal inlays, unique to
Speedback Silverstone Edition.

Uniquely brogued in
Scotland, the ‘Antique’ leather
pays homage to artisan
British trimming skills.

The flush-fitting and darkened
surround infotainment screen sits
inside the hand-brushed, chromeplated aluminium console.

VENTS

SEATS

The Jet Age-inspired air vents
provide an even distribution of
air from the sophisticated dualzone climate control system.

The embroidered, brogued,
multi-way adjustable, heated
sports seats are hand-trimmed
and fluted in ‘Antique’ tan
leather and Kvadrat® ‘Remix’
premium fabric. They offer both
enhanced support and memory
function for up to three people.

BESPOKE KEY

WOOD
VENEERS

BROGUEING

CENTRE
CONSOLE

Each piece of Speedback
Silverstone Edition’s switchgear
is milled from a solid billet of
aluminium, chrome plated and has
undergone a painstaking handbrushed process to its finish.

Speedback Silverstone Edition’s
marque is skilfully embroidered
into the seat headrests
and rear centre spine.

TREAD
PLATES

Contoured, flat-bottomed Alcantara®
and leather-trimmed, with contrast
tan stitching finished with a brushed
aluminium centre-marker. Machined
aluminium gear selectors are mounted
behind the steering wheel.

BRUSHED
ALUMINIUM
SWITCHGEAR

BESPOKE
EMBROIDERY

The handcrafted and specially
commissioned instrument pack
combines precision details with an
aircraft dial-inspired appearance,
whilst the polished chaplets add
a jewel-like feel to the cluster.

SPORTS
STEERING
WHEEL
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PREMIUM
FABRICS
The Kvadrat® ‘Remix’ premium
fabric encasing the sports
seat backs and transmission
tunnel is both luxurious
and skilfully trimmed.

2-SEATER
CONFIGURATION

LEATHER
MATS

The rear of the cabin of Speedback
Silverstone Edition houses concealed
stowage compartments or a convenient
surface for smaller luggage pieces.

Uniquely embroidered and
finished in ‘Ebony’ leather, the
footmats and loadspace mat offer
both protection and style.

LOADSPACE
The rear of the cabin of Speedback
Silverstone Edition folds down to
offer a completely flat, leather-lined
loadspace, offering in excess of
500 litres of luggage capacity.

Speedback Silverstone Edition is
accessible from a smart key, offering
keyless entry and start. Milled from a
solid billet of aluminium and chrome
plated, the key reflects the car’s
iconic rear light cluster, exterior and
interior finish and owners’ initials.

EVENT SEAT
WITH BESPOKE
FEATURE
Unfold Speedback Silverstone Edition’s
event seat to reveal a bespoke stowage
compartment, made on request to
house any leisure equipment.
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SPECIFIC ATION

TECHNICAL
PERFORMANCE

POWERTRAIN

FUEL CONSUMPTION

DIMENSIONS

EXTERIOR

BESPOKE ALUMINIUM BODY

LOAD SPACE ARRANGEMENT

Acceleration 0-60mph (0-100km/h) seconds:
4.2 (4.3)*

Cylinders/valves per cylinder:
8/4

Urban mpg (l/100km):
14.9 (18.9)

Empty weight (kg):
1800

UNIQUE EXTERIOR COLOUR

ALUMINIUM BODY

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENTS

Speedback Silverstone Edition ‘Fade to Black’

Traditional handcrafted panels formed over highly

Providing both a lightweight and practical feature,

exterior finish with subtle, hand-painted

accurate computer-machined bucks. Bonded and

the rear of Speedback Silverstone Edition’s cabin

‘Black Night’ fading racing stripe.

riveted to machined structural pillars for strength

houses stowage compartments to provide an

and weight reduction.

accessible hiding place for everyday items. To

Top speed mph (km/h):
155 limited (250)*
*Manufacturer’s estimates

Bore/stroke (mm):
92.3/93

Extra urban mpg (l/100km):
33.0 (8.6)

Weight (curb) (kg):
1920

Capacity (cc):
5,000

Combined mpg (l/100km):
23.0 (12.3)

Length (m):
4.76

Maximum power EEC-PS (kW):
601 (448) @ rev/min: 6,000-6,500

Carbon dioxide emissions (g/km):
292

Width (m):
2.10 (1.86 without mirrors)

Maximum torque EEC-Nm (lb.ft.):
766 (565) @ rev/min: 4,030

Tank capacity (litres approx):
15.5 (70.6)

Compression ratio:
9:5:1
Transmission:
6-speed ZF tiptronic
automatic transmission

Wheelbase (m):
2.75
Height (m):
1.35

AVAILABILITY
Limited to up to 10 examples with full
3-year manufacturer’s warranty.
Prices from £620,000.00 GBP*
(*Excluding taxes, duties & shipping)
Available in left-hand and
right-hand drive.

LUGGAGE CAPACITY
Rear seats down and utilising
space up to the roof lining:
502 litres
Rear seats down and utilising
space up to window line:
375 litres
Rear seats up and utilising space
up to the parcel shelf:
243 litres

20” ALLOY WHEELS

Speedback Silverstone Edition signature
‘Afterburner’ design forged alloy wheels
FUEL FILLER CAP

The fuel filler cap has been precision-machined from
a solid billet of aluminium, before being plated and
brushed and finely detailed with an engraved emblem.

accommodate large amounts of luggage, the rear
CLOSE TOLERANCE

cabin partition folds down completely flat, whilst

Panel assembly through precision engineering

a further large stowage compartment can be

combined with traditional hand-rolling techniques.

found beneath the luggage compartment floor.

DARKENED REAR GLASS

Speedback Silverstone Edition’s heated rear glass is
darkened, adding privacy and additional UV protection.

